
IHCA Rules and Measurement Annual Report 2015 
Another year has passed with several national and international Hansa Class events 
being conducted, including the Australian Hansa Class Championships, French Hansa 
Class Championships, New Zealand Hansa Class Championships, Italian Hansa Class 
Championships and European Hansa Class Championships; to name a few. At these 
events all boats were measured/inspected to ensure they comply with the Hansa Class 
rules. 

The Hansa Class rules are scrutinised and revised to ensure that the class remains 
competitive and equitable. With input from several Hansa delegates some suggestions 
have been forwarded to all NHCAs for discussion. The class rules are accessible on the 
Hansa Class web site (http://hansaclass.org/technical/). I urge all NHCA officials to 
impress on all sailors competing in any championship events to be compliant with the 
class rules. The World Hansa Championships are at Medemblik next year. 

Reports from the UK and Europe show that the class rules are being adhered to and 
met. 

There were only a couple of requests for additional equipment (RAE) received during 
the past 12 months. I hope all boats that require equipment assistance have been 
modified as per the RAEs. 

With respect to the Hansa Class rules, I believe the system in place for modifications is 
sound; it provides for proper overview and agreement by a number of Hansa delegates 
before approval is given.   

The competiveness of the sailors at major Hansa Class events has improved and the 
sailors are producing better performances from all Hansa dinghies, consequently some 
measurements/rules are being pushed to the limit. These infringements can be to the 
detriment to the class so it I strongly urged that all measurers/inspectors apply the 
appropriate action to keep all boats in-line with the class rules. 

On the subject of Hansa Class measurers, there are three qualified class measurers for 
the 2.3, 303 and Liberty classes (2 AUS, 1 GBR) and five SKUD measurers (2 AUS, 1 
USA, 1 GBR, 1 ESP). Recently the Hansa Class has gained 2 new national measurers 
(sails only) in Australia. The IHCA is very interested in obtaining more qualified 
measurers especially in the USA, Europe and Asia. 

 

Bob Schahinger 
Vice President (Rules & Measurement) 
IHCA 



SKUD 18 Class Rules 

The SKUD 18 Class Rules remain locked down till after the Rio 2016 Paralympics. 

 There was some discussion around how the saddle seat was measured but this was 

clarified and there was no need to make any changes to the class rules.  There has also 

been some discussion around the type of mainsail battens however this did not require 

any changes to the class rules.  The changes that were previously made to the SKUD 

Additional Equipment Application process have made it a much more robust process 

and is working very well now. 

Locking in the Class Rules and resisting the temptation to make constant changes has 

given the Class some real stability and we are in a much better position than we were at 

this time in the last Paralympic cycle.  If teams are campaigning to win medals for their 

country the last thing they want is rules changing.  

Regards 

Tim  

 



 

 

Dutch Hansa Class 2015 
 
In Holland the Hansa Class sails in existing events. Each year we start with the Spring 
Regatta in Grou and we conclude the season with the Closing Regatta in Amsterdam.  
 
Spring Regatta in Grou (26 en 27 April) 
There was no practice day before the start of the Spring regatta. We had 8 Hansa boats on 
the startline: 4 Liberties, (1  Manual and 3 Full Servo), 3 303 Wide's  (2 one-person and 1 
two-person) and 1 303 Single manual.  Beside the Hansa Class boats there were 86 other 
boats in 7 classes in this regatta.  
 
Merke Regatta in Grou (12 and 13 September) 
We had 6 Hansa boats at the start: 3 303 Wide's all two-person, 1 303 Single Full Servo and 
2 Liberties ( 1 Full Servo and 1 Manual) in this regatta. In this  regatta 69 other boats joined 
in 9 boat classes. Everybody sailed  2 days, 2 races a day of 1 hour.  
 
Closing Regatta in Amsterdam (4 October) 
There was a practice day on Saturday the 3th  of October. We sailed with 8 Hansa boats:  5  
Liberties and 3 303 Wide's (2 two-person and 1 one-person).  
 
 
 

First Dutch Hansa Class Championships 
 
During the weekend of 12 to 14 June, we held our first Dutch 
championship in Zeewolde on Wolderwijd at WV Zeewolde. These 
championship participated in the first North Sea Cup. We expected 
that we would get no more than 15 boats at the start, in the end there 
were 24 boats on the startline. We had sailors from France, Swiss, 
Belgium and even from Australia! There were 5 Liberties (3 Full 
Servo and 2 Manual) all from Holland, 2 303 Single’s, 5 303 Wide’s 
one-person and 12 303 Wide’s two-person.  The host club was very 

surprised. The next time they also like to be the host club of our Nationals.   
 
Despite that we could sail only 5 of the 7 scheduled races it was a successfull event. The 
weather was fantastic! After sailing the sailors, helpers, volunteers and family have  eaten 
together, friday there was pasta and saturday  bbq. 
 
Due to the North Sea Cup there were more participants from other countries. 
 
 
Season 2016 
Spring Regatta in Grou (30 April-1 May) 
World Championships in Medemblik (3-9 June) 
Sail4Charity Regatta on Veersemeer (September no dates at the moment) 
Closing Regatta in Amsterdam 
 
 
If we compare with the previous years we see that more Dutch sailors sailed in Hansa Class 
regattas. We also see that more sailors join local sailing clubs. And more people buy private 
boats. There are 5 private Liberties in Holland. In 2016, one of the clubs, WV Zeewolde, will 
get the first Club Liberty of Holland. Every member of that sailing club can charter this 
Liberty.  



AHCA Report 

In 2014-15 Australia held State/ Territory Championships in ACT, NSW, VIC, SA and WA. Our National 
Championships were held, for the first time, in Hobart in Tasmania and also served as their State 
Championships. This proved to be more of a logistical challenge than normal Nationals, as the only way to 
Tassie is by ferry, so boats either had to be towed on trailers or sent via container. There were 4 entrants 
in the 2.3 singles, 18 in the 303 singles, 14 in the 303 doubles and 8 Liberties which, given the costs 
involved in transport was a number we were quite happy with. 

At the Nationals we announced that we would be re-instituting the State Teams Trophy. This prize saw 
scores for the top 3 sailors from each state/territory in each division added together, with the trophy 
being awarded to the State/Territory with the lowest score. Maximum points were awarded where there 
were less than 3 sailors from that state or division. This prompted several 303 competitors to team up 
and/or split up with their compatriots and also sail doubles or singles – resulting in extra entries in each 
division. The long term goal of this trophy is not just to engender a friendly rivalry between states, but to 
also encourage states to look to field competitors in as many divisions as possible thus ensuring good 
sized fleets in each division. 

The 2016 Nationals will be held over Easter – March 25th – 28th at Gold Coast Sailing Club in Queensland. 
We would warmly welcome overseas competitors – particularly from Asia and NZ – to this event. 

For the first time this year, we had the 303’s and Liberties included in the Sailing division of the Pan 
Pacific Masters Games on the Gold Coast. They will be included in the 2016 event also from Nov 4-16 
(exact dates/schedule TBA). We have also had 303’s included as an invited class at Sail Country, a regional 
sailing championship held later this month. 

Later this year, Melbourne will host the IFDS Worlds prior to Sail Melbourne. The SKUD18 will sail at both 
events and the Liberty is an included division for Sail Melbourne. Liberty charter boats are still available if 
anyone would like to compete in Sail Melbourne, please get in touch. 

In 2016 Melbourne will also host the INAS International Sailing Championships for sailors with an 
intellectual disability. David will go into more detail about this event later, but I would urge anyone who 
has eligible sailors to consider attending this important inaugural event. 

Dates for State/ National Championships 

ACT 

ACT Dinghy Championships Nov 14th & 15th – Canberra Yacht Club 

TAS 

Tasmanian Hansa Class Championships – Jan 23 & 24 – Wynyard Yacht Club 

VIC 

Victorian Hansa Class Championships – Jan 30 & 31 – Latrobe Valley Yacht Club 

NSW 

NSW Hansa Class Championships – Feb 13 & 14 – Nowra Community Sailing Club 

National Championships (and QLD Hansa Class Championships) 

Nationals – March 25th – 28th – Gold Coast Sailing Club 

SA & WA date and venues are still TBA 



Finally, we assisted with the recent Hansa 2.3’s 23rd birthday regatta and, whilst not a Class Association 
event, it was very well attended and a lot of fun. There were 29 boats on the water so hopefully this 
event has assisted to remind people of the fun of sailing these boats, as well as possibly introducing some 
new sailors who will hopefully come up through the State Class Championships and into our Nationals. 

Russell Phillips - President 



 

 
 

 

Hansa UK National Championships 2015 Weymouth and Portland National Sailing Academy 
 
 

The 2015 UK National championships were hosted by Chesil Sailability in Weymouth on the same water as the 
2012 Paralympics. This was the first time that the UK Nationals had been sailed on the sea, the venue and sea 
conditions were enjoyed by all. 

 
With a variety of wind conditions over the three days, all 8 races were competed, which in recent 
championships had not been possible. 

 
The UK fleet were joined by visitors from Belgium, and close racing in the fleets particularly the Liberty and 
Hansa 303 two person left the final results to the last days racing. 
 
Despite a very windy year  and a challenging forecast , 26 boats sailed the event with the Liberty fleet being 
the largest (11) and the 303 two person fleet close behind with (9). This has been a feature in the UK this year 
with these fleets leading the way in increased numbers from previous years.  

 
The venue will host the one of the GP series in May 2016 and we hope this will also be the UK Nord Cup event. 

Overall Results: (top three) 

Hansa Liberty Class 

1st David Durston (Whitefriars Sailability) 
2nd Paul Phillips (Frensham Sailability) 
3rd Monique Foster (Rutland Sailability) 

 
Hansa 303 2 Person Class 
1st Christophe Sloor and Ingrid Vandervelden (Flanders Sailability Belgium) 
2nd Tim Scarisbrick and Anya de Iongh (1st British Boat) (Chesil Sailability) 
3rd Chris Atkin and Peter Lawrence (Hanningfield Sailability) 

 
Hansa 303 I Person Class 
1st Tanya Bourgeois (Flanders Sailability Belgium) 
2nd Katherine Hedley (1st British Boat) (Tideway Sailability - London) 
3rd Lesley Philip (Frensham Sailability) 

 
Hansa 2.3 Class 
1st Lindsay Burns (Frensham Sailability) 

 
 
 

Hansa UK National Championships 2016 
 

 
Following a very successful hosting of a UK GP event in 2015 Carsington Sailing club will be the host of the UK 

Nationals in 2016. The provisional dates are  9-11 September 2016. 

 

 
The UK programme for 2016 will be published shortly on the UK website. 



Lawry Bay Yacht Club hosted the 2015 NZ Hansa National champs in 
conjunction with Sailability Wellington. The extreme Wellington environment 
was an issue during the regatta, with only just the bare minimum of races 
completed. We also had some issues with some of the decisions made by the 
race management and their trainees, which we can learn from and make 
improvements over the coming years. However we must congratulate Tony 
Vaka for winning the Liberty Nationals at his first ever regatta he also took 
home the Kiwi Cup, so well done Tony. Congratulations to Paul Webber and 
Mark Winters for winning the SKUD division and to Michael Jones for winning 
the Hansa 303 division.  

Our 2016 NZHCA National champs will be 25th - 28th February, Hosted by 
Murrays Bay Sailing club in conjunction with Sail Auckland, The Paralympic and 
Hansa Classes run out of Fairway Bay in Gulf Harbour. Sail Auckland will run 
from with the Liberty’s and 303’s sailing the last three days. 

Regards Brendan Tourelle 
NZHCA President  
0210554929 
http://www.hansaclass.org/  
 
 
 

http://www.hansaclass.org/


Associação Portuguesa da Classe Access 

Report on the 2015 National Championships 

 

The 2015 Portugal Access Hansa Class National Championships were held in Portimão, Algarve 

12th to 14th June. Races were held in Access 2,3, 303 single and double classes. 

Previous to these, we held two day regattas in March in Povoa de Varzim and in May in Cascais 

in the Access 2,3 single and Access 303 double classes. 

The combined results of these 3 regattas constituted the official Portuguese national ranking 

of the Access/Hansa Class, winners of which were sponsored by the Association (APCA) to 

compete in the Europeans in Rutland in June. 

The winners of the Access/Hansa 303 doubles were João Pinto and Guilherme Ribeiro of 

Portimão, with teams from Cascais coming second and third, out of a total of 8 boats classified. 

José Cavalheiro of Clube Vela Viana de Castelo won the Access/Hansa 2,3 title from Luis Graça 

and Pedro Carvalho both from S.C.Porto. A total of nine sailors were classified in this class. 

The regattas up to and including 2015 were held using the IFDS classification procedures. We 

have been instructed to open our regattas to all comers as from 2016, and have informed the 

Portuguese sailing Federation of this change, and altered the sailing instructions accordingly. 

 

2016 Access/Hansa National Championships 

Venues for 2016 have not yet been finalised.  

It seems probable that the National Hansa/Access Championships will be held in Viana de 

Castelo from the 24th to the 26th June, in the 2,3, 303 single and double classes.  

The two run up venues, which will be used to classify Portuguese sailors for the Hansa World 

Championships in Holland, have not yet been decided. 

 



     

 

 

 

  HANSA CLASS EVENTS-2015 

DATE EVENT TITLE AUTHORITY VENUE HANSA CLASS 

May9-10 Sailability Enosima Regatta 2015 Sailability Enosima  Enosima Yacht Harbour 2.3 S・D ・ 303 S・D  

          

July 20 １６ｔｈ Sailability Osaka Access All Japan Sailability Osaka Osaka North Port Marina 2.3 D ・ 303 D 

          

Aug 1-2 8ｔｈ  Mie hansa class Regatta Sailability Mie Tu Yacht Harbour 2.3 D 

          

Sep 26-27 8ｔｈ  Hirosima Peace Cup  Sailability Hirosima  Hirosima Kannon Marina 2.3 D ・ 303 D 

          

Oct 17 7ｔｈ  Lake Town Cup  Sailability Kosigaya  Kosigaya Lake Town  2.3 D 

          

Oct 24-25 10th Pumpkin Cup Sailability Sunameri  Okayama Usimado Yacht Harbour 2.3 D ・ 303 D 

          

Des 1 7ｔｈ hansa class Regatta Sailability Yokohama  Yokohama Bayside Marina 2.3 D 
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Championship Report 2015 
Swiss Hansa Class Association 

 

In 2015 the Swiss Hansa Class regatta schedule was extended by one more 

regatta (two in total). Besides the annually held Swiss Hansa national 

Championships, which are sailed in Hansa 303 single and double, the so called 

Jungrau-Trophy was held in May. The idea of this extra event was to prepare the 

teams on the upcoming championship season. 

Jungfrau-Trophy : 9./10. May 2015 

On the weekend of 9./10. May, Sailability.ch and the Swiss Hansa Class Sailors 

were invited to particip at the Jungfrau Trophy hosted by Lake Thun Yacht Club. 

This event was held together with Finn dinghies and Europe dinghies. The 

conditions were ideal and after two days, six races could have been sailed with 

stable thermal winds, which are very typical for Lake Thun. Six Swiss Hansa 303 

double teams were on the start line. The ranking was as following: 1. Ivo Stohler / 

Timo Naef, 2. Patrick Maurer / Marc Meyer, 3. Willi Lutz / Claudia Schmid, 4. 

Florian Bürgi / Luis Schmidlin, 5. Denise Christen / Elena Bosshard, 6. Alex 

Keeble / Ian Keeble 

Swiss Hansa National Championships: 11.-13. Sept. 2015 

This year’s Swiss Hansa Class Championships were held in Steckborn on Lake 

Constance from 11th to 13th of September. The event was organized by 

Sailability Switzerland and the Swiss Hansa Class Association as well as Yacht 

Club Schaffhausen as hosts. 

http://www.hansaclass.ch/


 

  

Swiss Hans Class 
Association 

www.hansaclass.ch 
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In changing the venue each year, it gives the Association the perfect opportunity 

to sail in other regions of Switzerland and to promote both the Hansa Class as 

well as the Association itself. Many thanks go to the members of Yacht Club 

Schaffhausen for the perfectly organized weekend, both on the water and 

onshore. Although the participators would have wished for a little more wind, the 

organizers were still able to complete five races in both the singles and doubles. 

Eleven teams took part in the doubles, including two from France and one from 

Holland. Eleven sailors took part in the singles competition. 

Overall Results in the Doubles Class (11 Boats):  

1. Philipp Hügli/Dominique Scheller (SUI), 2. Akko van der Veen/Lisa van der 

Veen (NED), 3. Lucien Bermont/Yves Guittard (FRA), 4. Jochi Röthlisberger/Willi 

Lutz (SUI), 5. Jean-Philippe Lepretre/Jérémie Chauchoy (FRA), 6. Alex 

Keeble/Ian Keeble (SUI), 7. Patrick Maurer/Matthieu Bernhard (SUI), 8. Denise 

Christen/Pascal Dürsteler (SUI), 9. Fränzi Primus/Michèle Schmid (SUI), 10. Ivo 

Stohler/Annelies Schäfer (SUI), 11. Florian Bürgi/Luis Schmidlin (SUI). 

Overall Results in the Singles Class (10 Boats): 

1. Akko van der Veen (NED), 2. Willi Lutz (SUI), 3. Lucien Bermont (FRA), 4. 

Matthieu Bernhard (FRA), 5. Claudia Schmid (SUI), 6. Ian Keeble (SUI), 7. Jochi 

Röthlisberger (SUI), 8. Annelies Schäfer (SUI), 9. Jérémie Chauchoy (FRA), 10. 

Yves Guittard (FRA). 

 

Ivo Gonzenbach, 10.10.2015 

http://www.hansaclass.ch/


 
 

 

 

Hansa Class European Championships 2015 Rutland Sailing Club 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Participation  

Hansa 303 single person  22  

Hansa 303 Two Person 24 

Liberty 14 

Skud 18 7 

 

The weeks sailing was hosted by Rutland Sailing Club, and provided a wide range of conditions which 

challenged the competitors and the excellent Race Management Team Led by PRO David Wilkins.  

With entries from Australia, France, Holland, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Portugal, Poland, Spain, Switzerland 

and the Hosts Great Britain there were 98 sailors on the water during the championships. 

The measurement process was smooth and observations from this process will be reported through the 

technical and measurement reports at the IHCA AGM.  

The racing was hard fought with final positions being decided on the final day of racing.  The loss of races 

due to light weather did put pressure on the schedule particularly with the sailing of one person and two 

person fleets in the mornings and afternoons.  

A huge thank you must go to Pauline and Ian Harrison for their excellent management, leadership and 

advice throughout the planning and delivery of this outstanding event. They were ably supported by a 

strong Rutland Team of volunteers, the sailors and their support teams 

 

 

  



 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Inaugural INAS Sailing Championships 
 

Docklands Yacht Club (Melbourne, Australia) has been granted authority by the ISAF Disabled 

Sailing Committee and INAS (the peak international sporting body for athletes with an intellectual 

disability) to conduct the Inaugural INAS International Sailing Championships next year.  The event 

is scheduled from January 22-26, 2016. 

 

Background 

The global aim of the event is to assist the development of a competition pathway for sailors with 

intellectual disabilities that is closely aligned to the mainstream sport.  In particular, establishing a 

program of annual International Championships, and eventually World Championships, based 

upon the Melbourne 2016 example.   

 

The local aim is to put on a high quality championship in an outstanding location for a 

disadvantaged athlete group. 

 

Eligibility rules for the event will be governed by the ISAF Eligibility Code with classified sailors with 

an intellectual disability registered on the INAS Master List. 

 

The Event 

The Championships will be conducted over five days. 

 January 22 – Arrival, boat rigging, familiarisation & training, Official Welcome & Opening 

Ceremony 

 January 23 – Racing 

 January 24 – Racing 

 January 25 – Racing 

 January 26 – Racing, Prize Giving & Closing Ceremony 

 

  



 

  

A series of fleet races will be conducted in three divisions: 

 Single person (one sailor with a classified intellectual disability) in the Hansa 2.3 

 Two person (two sailors with a classified intellectual disability) in the Hansa 303 

 Two person supported (where a non-classified sailor accompanies a classified sailor) in the 

Hansa 303 

 

Competitors 

People with an intellectual disability participate in Sailability and community sailing programs 

around the world.  Many progress to competition through the inclusive Hansa Classes and/or the 

Special Olympics sailing program.  Communication with potential competitors will be via the 

following channels: 

 ISAF National Authorities in 140 countries 

 INAS National Affiliates in 63 countries 

 Hansa Class network of National Associations in 13 countries 

 Sailability and community sailing program network in 8 countries 

 Mainstream sailing websites 

 

It is anticipated that the event will attract approximately 100 competitors from 6 nations, with 

Australians comprising approximately one third of entries. 
 

Equipment 

With the expected number of international and interstate entries, a large number of boats will be 

needed for charter.  Sailability programs at Victorian and interstate clubs are able to supply the 

required number of boats, although there will be a substantial effort required to coordinate the 

logistics for collecting and returning these boats.  

 

Venue and Facilities  

The competition will be held on the waters of Victoria Harbour with the City of Melbourne a 

spectacular background.  This unique venue offers: 

- Safe, protected waterway 

- Excellent spectator viewing of the racing area  

- Close proximity to a variety of plentiful accommodation 

- Public transport (trams and both suburban and interstate trains all within a short distance) 

- A diverse range of dining, entertainment and cultural facilities within the Melbourne CBD 

and Docklands precinct 

 

The City of Melbourne’s Family Services and Community Boating Hub will be opened in late 2015.  

This building is ideally suited to hosting an event of this type.  Neither of Docklands Yacht Club’s 

co-tenants, Dragon Boats Victoria and Melbourne Outrigger Canoe Club, have activities planned 

for the event period. 

 

To visit the event webpage – click here 

http://www.docklands.yachting.org.au/assoc_page.cgi?c=0-10001-0-0-0&sID=349020


Future program of World, Continental & International Championships:  

For the world championship in netherland next year, the NOR will be available in few days. I 

spoke with Akko this WE about this organisation. Some solutions for charter boats for 303 are 

found, there is more problem for Liberty because in Europe there is not a lot of boat. The race 

management will be OK, the club have a great experience in big regattas.  

We have a proposition of Spain, in Majorca for the European championship 2017. We asked 

more information about transportation. 

I don’t have information about other continental or international championships ! 

In Europe, in 2016, the second edition of the Hansa North cup will take place with probably 5 

steps : NED, BEL, GRB, SUI and FRA. The Switzerland joint this organisation.  

I tried to have informations last year to coordinate the schedule for the different national 

championship in Europe, It’s not easy to have answers ! 

 

IHCA Championships Guidelines  

There is no change in this document.  

I wish than when a country wants to organize a championship, the answer to the differents 

questions must be developed in the Expression of Interest for Authorised Hansa Class 

Championships. Say yes or no don’t give enough information to help or judge the proposition. 

 

Best regards 

 

Bernard Porte 

 



Hansa 2.3 Class Report 2015 

There has been increased use of the 2.3s this year, especially with Youth Groups, but this increase 

has not yet fed through to our racing fleets. 

Portugal continues to support the 2.3 class with good numbers at their National Championships, and 

there was a very good turnout of 2.3s in the French Nationals. 

Australia has also had successful State and National championships. 

Overall, though, it has been a mixed year for the Hansa 2.3 Class Worldwide. 

Future Events 

It was shown that 2.3 entries to the 2013 Europeans were low due to the structure of the chartering 

system.  The 2.3 charter price was the same as that for a 303, which could be used in two events 

(one-person and 2-person).  A similar anomaly existed for the 2015 Europeans.  This culminated with 

there being insufficient entries to run a 2.3 Event, which was a bitter disappointment.   

The chartering system must be made more equitable before the 2016 Worlds.  I request that this be 

discussed at this meeting and a fairer system agreed.  It should be noted that, at the 2010 

Rutland Worlds, the charter fee was £50 per boat, with the 2.3 being the largest fleet taking part.  The 

lower the charter rates the better the turnout. 

On a happier note, as we gather for this Meeting, the 2.3 is celebrating its 23rd birthday.  This has 

been marked in Australia with a very well supported birthday Regatta at Nowra.  Elsewhere, 2.3s 

worldwide have turned out to celebrate including in the UK, where the Frensham 2.3 fleet were lined 

up prior to the weekly Youth Group going on the water. 

 

                                                               

 

Here’s to the next 23 years! 

 

 

 

Lindsay Burns 

IHCA 2.3 Class Representative 

October 2015 

Frensham Pond Sailability  

photo © R. Smallwood 

 



Hansa Class 303 Representative Report – 2015 AGM 

The 2015 European sailing season draws to a close after a healthy number of 

National Championships and the European Championships were offered for sailors 

to compete in. 

The 303W continues as the most commonly raced class in the Hansa range. Liberty 

fleet sizes are growing but for some reason competitors are not entering the 2.3 

class even where plenty of boats are available. There was no 2.3 fleet at the 

European Championship or at the UK Nationals this year. The Portuguese, who had 

sailed in the 2.3 at previous regattas, did extremely well in their first appearance 

in the 303 fleets. 

Charter fees are alarmingly high at major events. Considering that the boats are 

covered by a damage deposit for the relatively short duration of our regattas, and 

the minimal wear and tear on the sturdy Hansa boats, I feel the charter fees need 

to be reduced drastically (with the exception of the Australian Nationals, where 

the charter fee posted was a very reasonable $50 AUS, roughly €32 Euros or £23 

GBP). Compare that to the charter fee from the 2015 European Championships: the 

2.3 was available for £200 and the 303 for £250!!! I can hire a car for less than 

that. 

--- 

Results posted on the internet show fairly evenly balanced fleet sizes being 

recorded at the National events: 

- UK (GBR) Nationals were sailed in 15 boats – 6 singles and 9 doubles. 

- Swiss (SUI) sailors competed in singles and doubles - 10 singles, 11 doubles. 

- Italian (ITA) Nationals saw 10 doubles. 

- Portugal (POR), where the 303 is new, managed fleets of 6 singles and 6 doubles. 

- The Netherlands (NED) Nationals were sailed in 19 boats – 6 singles and 13 

doubles. 



- And in the southern hemisphere the Australian (AUS) Nationals were contested 

by 17 singles and 11 doubles. 

Unfortunately, I was unable to decipher the Japanese web postings so I cannot 

report on their results. 

-- 

New 303s are being delivered with sails produced by Hyde. Our comparisons at the 

2015 European Championships showed that performance was totally compatible 

with the older sails from Horizon. This means that owners of Horizon sails do not 

have to buy new sails to remain competitive. 

-- 

The 2015 Hansa European Championships were held at Rutland, UK. The event 

organization was, as we have come to expect from Pauline Harrison, exemplary. 

The number of entries at this year’s European Championships was comparable to 

the previous event in Switzerland in 2013. There were 22 in the 303 Singles and 24 

in the 303 2 Person fleets. The option to sail in both the Singles and the 2 Person 

was popular again, with 10 sailors doing both, and the Race Committee and shore 

parties handled the situation extremely well. 

There were a few problems noted during the event: 

1. Two SUI 303s and most of the 6 FRA 303s passed sail inspection although they 

did not have the required country letters on their mainsails. The Swiss sailors 

rectified the omission when I pointed out to them that it was a Class Rules 

requirement. The French ignored my warning. I advised the Jury but the French 

were allowed to sail the entire Championship without heeding the rule regarding 

sail markings. 

2. Despite it being clearly posted in the pre-race documentation that inflatable 

PFDs would only be allowed with prior dispensation, the French teams did not 

request such dispensation and sailed the entire time with inflatable PDFs, again 

failing to comply with the rules which everyone else managed to adhere to. 



3. On the first day of racing the Jury were on the water assigning warnings and 

penalties to those boats in the 303 2 person fleet that they (wrongly) observed 

breaking a rule that did not/does not exist. The Jury were under the 

misunderstanding that sailors were not allowed to lean their upper body across the 

centerline of the boat. Once ashore the matter was cleared up and no penalties 

were assigned but the behaviour of the Jury while on the water was very 

disruptive to the competitors. 

4. Early in the race series the Swiss delegation took a disliking to our (HUN 1) use 

of a digital compass and Willi Lutz accosted me every day to complain. He did not 

take the matter to the Jury or the Chief Measurer. The current Rule C.2.2.(f) 

allows the “use of electronic compass to compensate for a disability and subject to 

the approval of the NHCA Technical Officer or IHCA Technical Committee”. I use 

the digital compass because it has large numbers and I do not need to use glasses 

to see it, which would adversely affect my long-range vision on the water, and I 

have the approval of the HUN Hansa Class Technical Officer, but I would like to 

see this rule amended to allow anyone to use a digital compass while racing in the 

303 without the need for Technical Committee approval. 

I invite discussion on this matter. 

 

Zoltan Pegan 

IHCA 303 Representative. 

 

 



IHCA ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 2015 - LIBERTY REPRESENTATIVE REPORT 
 

The Liberty fleet showed its slow but steady climb in numbers this year once again: five new 
boats found their way to new owners in Australia (1), New Zealand (1), the UK (2) and the 
Netherlands (1). This brings us to 141 boats worldwide. In contrast to the 2.3 and 303, the 
larger part of the Liberty’s seems to be privately owned, although exact figures are not 
available. A new development is that second-hand Liberty’s are becoming more and more 
available. Personally, I think this is a good thing, as this makes the Liberty fleet more 
accessible, money-wise, especially for private owners. One of these second-hand boats was 
acquired in 2005 by the Italian Sailing Federation and has recently been taken in use, this 
may be the start of a new group of Liberty enthusiasts. 
 

Hansa Class Distribution    

Liberty S  

Nations 01-01-15 new this year end of 2015  

AUS 38 1 39  
CAN 10  10  
ESP 1  1  
FRA 4  4  
GBR 23 2 25 (unconfirmed) 
GRE 1  1  
HUN 0  0  
ITA 5  5  
JPN 5  5  
MAS 5  5  
MLT 1  1  
NED 6 1 7  
NZL 18 1 19  
POR 3  3  
SIN 2  2  
USA 14   14  

16 Nations 136 5 141  

 

This past year has been a good year for the Liberty and its sailors, in terms of available 

races, demonstrating that the Liberty Class worldwide is turning into a very competitive group 

of sailors. Without aiming to give a complete list: there was the extensive Travellers Trophy 

and Grand Prix series in the UK, including an impressive number of races. In the 

Netherlands, three races were available, which were part of larger regattas including all kinds 

of other classes, sometimes racing with around a hundred boats on lakes and sometimes 

tight canals. In addition, a number of National Championships were held this year: in the UK, 

France, Italy, Switzerland, Portugal. The Netherlands held its inaugural National 

Championships, with six Liberty’s entering in addition to 20 303’s, including five different 

nationalities, a great event with some great racing. Not all events that invited the Liberty 

Class succeeded in actually getting Liberty’s to enter (for instance the Flanders Cup, 

Belgium). However, it is good to know that Liberty’s would be welcomed. Also, first four-

nation racing series was launched, the Hansa North Cup, the final race planned in October in 

France. On the American continent, Liberty’s were invited to enter the US Disabled Sailing 

Championships in San Diego this August as Development Fleet. Still to come is the ISAF 

Sailing World Cup in Melbourne in December of this year where the Liberty is an invited 

class. 

 

The main event for Europe was of course the European Championships in Rutland, UK in 

July. A splendid location, a great organization and marvellous event to participate in. With a 



very good turn up for Liberty’s, fourteen in total and including five servo assists, especially in 

contrast to the last Europeans where six Liberty’s competed. The weather gave us all 

seasonal options available, ranging from no wind at all to very strong winds and hefty waves 

(luckily the latter mainly during the practice race). Paul Phillips, previously a very active 303 

sailor, was the rightly winner of the Liberty fleet. For me personally, it was a great experience 

to be part of a racing field of fourteen, I learned a lot and as we say in the Netherlands: “It 

tastes like more”! Well done to the Organising Committee! 

 

Technically, the Liberty rules have not seen major changes this last year. For the servo-

assists, new developments in servo motors have been initiated by several individual Liberty 

users, which may be an interesting development.  

 

Last but not least, the oncoming World Championships will be held from 3 to 9 June 2016 at 

Medemblik, a marvellous location with beautiful sailing conditions (the former Zuiderzee and 

now the largest lake in Western Europe). Medemblik is used to hosting big events like the 

Delta Lloyd Regatta and a number of European Championships. Let’s all work towards a 

good competitor field, although especially for the Liberty fleet equalling the numbers from the 

last Worlds in Australia in 2012 will be a challenge. But then again, challenges are a good 

thing! 

 

Hanneke Deenen 

Liberty Representative 2014-2015 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SKUD 18 Committee report: 

The past year has seen plenty of action for the SKUD 18 sailors as they track towards 

Rio 2016.   Regattas were held in both the Northern and Southern Hemisphere 

including Sail Melbourne, Sail Auckland, Sail for Gold, Delta Lloyd which saw an 

extremely strong fleet of 17 boats from 13 countries, Lake Garda also had a great fleet 

of 12 boats from 8 countries, to name just a few.  There is currently around 17 entries 

for the up-coming Worlds and final Paralympic qualifier in Melbourne next month.  So 

the signs are extremely positive for a good sized fleet at the 2016 Hansa Worlds.    

As previously mentioned the current Class Rules remain in place till after the Rio 2016 

Paralympics.  There has been some discussion around how the saddle seat is 

measured and the type of mainsail battens used however neither required any changes 

to the class rules.   

Kind regards 

Tim 

 



This is the 2015 annual report of the Access Class Association of Canada (ACAC). 
 
The ACAC: 
 

 Maintains membership within Sail Canada, the national sport governing body; 
 Provides ongoing informational and practical support to its members; and 
 Encourages community engagement through mobile unit initiatives. 

 
Of note: 

 a SKUD transported the flame on a leg of the Parapan Am Games Torch Relay in 
August; 

 one SKUD has obtained a rating certificate to compete in club race series; and 
 the national SKUD team remains active in international competition. 

 
Keith Hobbs, 
Ottawa, Canada 
for the ACAC 
 



NHCA Report - France 
 

The French National Class work to develop hansa sailing in good relationship  with the 

French Sailing Federation. Disable - valid together is an important way of development. 

 

So different actions had take place this year :  

 

- national class championship took place in Mèze in the south of France. Two groups has 

raced : 2.3, 303 solo and Liberty (8 boats) has sailed together with the rating system 

because they are not enough in each division and 303 double with 28 boats. Lot of sun, light 

and medium wind and a very good organization. 

Normally, in 2016, for the 303 double, the national Hansa championship will be transformed 

in French championship with the French Sailing Fédération ! The date and the place are not 

confirmed. 

 

- A new event took place with the national sport school association. For their championship 

with young people (13-15 years) they have included a Hansa group with a young disable and 

a young valid. Our association has provided boats. This experience and all the feedback 

about it was very good. The second edition will take place in Mèze next year. 

 

- A second new event took place in Thonon. We has organized a special event with all 

disable french class boat : 2.4, Neo 495, Miniji, 303, Liberty, Skud were present. The 

principle : one team of 4 sailors, each sailor has raced alternatively on each boat. The aimed 

of this regatta was to present and test different boats and explain to the competitors the 

possibility to have a multi sailing practice ! 

 

- The communication is an important part of our action : website, Facebook and a news letter 

(attached file) 

 

- Work with sailing clubs to developed the hansa activity with new program. The association 

proposes to lease for a low price his boats for a short time to help club to start the activity 

 

- We are finishing to translate in french the classe rules for our sailors 

 

- More generaly, we work and speak with clubs to develop the regatta. The clubs buy in 

majority 303. The practice and regatta on 2.3 becomes difficult. 

 

Gilles Pariat 

 



 
 

Hansa Class UK Report 2015  

 

The programme in the UK has recently concluded for 2015, there has been two significant changes in 
participation with a growth in the Liberty (13) and Hansa 303 two person fleets fleets (22) in the National TT 
series.  The Hansa 303 single fleet has reduced slightly as sailors have moved to the Liberty fleet and the Hansa 
2.3 remains the smallest.  

With 12 TT events, 3 GP events and a Nationals and Hosting the Europeans it’s been a busy season in the UK. 

 

The National will be hosted by Carsington Sailing Club in 2016 and it is hoped that GBR will be well represented 
at the World Championships in June in Holland.  

 

The key issues arising from the programme have been addressed through the technical avenue, but it’s clear 
that credible inclusivity in the Hansa 303 two person class would be essential to GBR boats participation in 
Holland.  

 

 

 

Marcus Frith  

 

Chairman HCA UK  

 

 

  



Hungarian Hansa Class Association report - 2015 IHCA AGM 

 

For the first time in 10 years there are 3 new 303W in Hungary. They were 

purchased by a watersports school on Lake Velence, as part of a major 

renovation project. The new facility was officially opened on September 15. 

 

I have had a brief conversation with the General Manager and have met with the 

sailing instructor assigned to the 303 project. Their intention is to use the 303s 

for rehab, recreational sailing and racing. Further meetings to follow. 

 

If we are able to come to a working agreement between the GM and Sailability 

Hungary it will rejuvenate the disabled sailing movement which has faltered 

somewhat over the last three years due to very unfavorable weather and lack of 

funds, while proving that the investment in the new Hansa 303s was a sound 

decision. 

 

Zoltan Pegan 

HHCA 

Budapest, Hungary 

 



                                               
 

New Zealand Hansa Class 

Associations Report 

2014-15 

In the past year the demand for the Hansa Class loan boats has 
grown to the stage that the committee saw fit to purchase a new 
Hansa 303 and C- Crane to fill the demand. So we have boats on 
loan at Sailability Waikato based at Lake Ngaroto, also with Sailability 
Nelson. This loan boat initiative is starting to pay off now, with the 
Hansa class really growing in popularity in many of our outer 
provinces.  

Lawry Bay Yacht Club hosted the 2015 NZ Hansa National champs in 
conjunction with Sailability Wellington. The extreme Wellington 
environment was an issue during the regatta, as only the bare 
minimum of races completed. We also had some issues with some of 
the decisions made by the race management and their trainees, 
which we can learn from and make improvements over the coming 
years. However we must congratulate Tony Vaka for winning the 
Liberty Nationals at his first ever regatta he also took home the Kiwi 
Cup, so well done Tony. Congratulations to Paul Webber and Mark 
Winters for winning the SKUD division and to Micheal Jones for 
winning the Hansa 303 division. The Liberty Class was the only Class 
to qualify for a National Championship this year. 

Our 2016 NZHCA National champs will be in February Hosted by 



Murrays Bay Sailing club in conjunction with Sail Auckland, The  

Paralympic and Hansa Classes run out of Fairway Bay in Gulf 
Harbour. Sail Auckland will run from 25th - 28th Feb with the Liberty’s 
and 303’s sailing the last three days. The Kiwi Cup will now be 
awarded annually. If there is enough demand, National Classification 
will be made available.  

 

Regards Brendan Tourelle  

NZHCA President 

 

 

  

 



Development Report 
 

ISAF Paralympic Development Program 
Dates of invitation by ISAF August 18-19, 2015 
Location: WPNSA, Weymouth UK 
 
As ISAF is now really involved with the Paralympic side of sailing, ISAF is 
incorporating the goals that were originally IFDS job. Since the ISAF-Training and 
Development people are involved, they try to take this subject along with the 
mainstream sailing which I think is a good development for both the potential 
Paralympic sailors as the mainstream sailors, trainers, coaches. For everyone! 
 
This PDP Clinic is the 1st of 2 events where ISAF Training and Development 
department is getting involved in a “Hands On” fashion. “On the water” more than in 
the classroom or at boring presentations. 
 
The 2nd PDP-Clinic will be held before the IFDS 2015 event in Melbourne. 
 
This PDP - Clinic was attended by 6 countries, a total of 16 persons. 
Countries represented: 
- Singapore 
- South Africa 
- Czech Republic 
- Serbia 
- Portugal 
- Hong Kong 
 
I was very happy to see this event was focused on the practical way of things, 
therefore lots of “on the water” time for both potential Paralympic sailors with their 
coaches / trainers. Although they only used the cheapest of the Paralympic classes, 
most of the sailors already had sailed at home. 
 
For 19 August, the IHCA was invited, along with the Challenger Class and boat-
builder RS to show what we have in store. 
 
Steve Sawford and myself took the job to bring boats and accessories to Weymouth 
and present and be available for 1 to 1 discussions.  1 x 2.3W  1 x 303W, Liberty,  C-
Crane, display material, brochures, and some 2016 Worlds promo material. The cost 
of our presence was shared between the IHCA and Hansa Sailing Systems 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 



We tried to have one of our boats in the water for trials, but the organizers would 
rather had an indoors-mini show where the tired sailors could have a look feel and 
chat with us before and after their dinner. 
 
One of the Hong Kong sailors was very happy to see our 303W and proud to explain 
to other sailors that the Hansa 303W was the boat that he learned sailing in at home. 
Also the Singapore sailors were happy to see a familiar boats. To the Portuguese, 
our class was also familiar, they had participated in the Hansa Europeans, one 
month earlier. 
 
For the South Africans, Serbians and Check Republic participants, The Hansa class 
was new.  
 
The ISAF Disabled Sailing Committee Chair, Betsy Alison, as well the ISAF Training 
and Development manager Dan Jaspers took special interest in our 303W model. 
This seems to be their first close look at our class and they recognized our superiority 
towards development from grass-roots or below. 
 
The 303W could probably do well in their development program. 
 
Akko van der Veen 
2015-08  

Impression of the PDP Clinic at WPNSA: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Check Republic, Serbia, Hong Kong, Singapore 

 

 


